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Featured Manufacturer for November 2021: Armstrong

About Armstrong: Armstrong products are the cornerstone in
system solutions for steam, air, and hot water. Dependable products are at
the heart of every Armstrong solution built around a network of education
and training, and every system solution begins with a smart, practical
product. Armstrong innovations and improvements in product design and
function leads to savings in time, energy, and money.

How far will your energy take you?

M&M Control offers a full line of Armstrong products. For additional product such as pumps, strainers, vents,
radiator products, air drain traps, piston valves, and industrial water temperature controls, please refer to
our Armstrong pages or give us a call today!



Armstrong Steam, Air, & Hot Water Intelligent System Solutions 

Steam Traps Pressure Reducing Valves Liquid Drainers

PRVs: Pressure reducing valves and temperature regulators help you
manage steam, air, and liquid systems safely and efficiently. They
ensure uninterrupted productivity by maintaining constant pressure or
temperature for process control. The GP-2000 is a high-performance,
externally piloted reducing valve for large-capacity requirements.

11/22/13 LD Series: Armstrong's stainless steel, free-floating guided
lever drain traps use the same bodies, caps, lever mechanisms,
valves and seats as Armstrong inverted bucket steam traps.
Elliptical floats and high leverage make it possible to open large orifices to provide adequate
capacity for drain trap size and weight.

M&M offers a full line of Armstrong products! 800-876-0036

Call us TODAY about our special pricing or discounts!
Call or E-mail Now . . for Immediate Service, Pricing, and Delivery

Armstrong has the system solution you need for your steam, air, and hot water
application. Some products featured here include:

Steam Traps: Armstrong makes a full line of steam traps with a variety
of materials and connector styles. Unique applications can also be
solved with special trap variations. The most reliable steam trap known
— the inverted bucket — provides efficient condensate drainage of
virtually all types of steam-using equipment.
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Do You Have the Energy to Sustain Your Business? M&M Control Distributes Armstrong Intelligent System Solutions.
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